TH I S PA G E in the kitchen of
a Parisian apartment, Belgian stone
countertop by Studio Asaï; String
lights by Michael Anastassiades
for Flos. Details, last pages.
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Free spirit

Considered open functional spaces are the key to
a multi-layered update of a Parisian pied-à-terre.
By Anna Delprat
Photographed by Jean-François Gaté

F

or an American
jetsetting family,
who reside in
different countries
throughout the year,
this pied-à-terre was to be their
hyper-stylised Parisian dream.
Taking a historically sensitive
approach, designer Antoine
Simonin of Studio Asaï, added
touches of Haussmannian style
with the addition of moulding,
panelling and cornices, but with
an unexpected and refreshing
contemporary eclectic twist.
The living spaces have an
intimate but opulent nature,
a result of drawing inspiration
from various eras and styles,
and with muted pastel greens,
pinks and purples, and a mix of
marble, timber and brass, the
spaces feel layered and lived in.
As in many modern homes,
the kitchen is where the family
spends most of their time,
so the space had to offer
more and be an epicentre for
cooking, living, entertaining
and working. Originally faced
with a traditional service-style
kitchen layout, Simonin
rethought the design, ››

THIS PA G E in the dining area,
Rough dining table from Collection
Particulière; Thonet 209 chairs;
in the room beyond, artwork by
Mathias Kiss. OP P OSITE PA G E in
another view of the kitchen, Vola
taps; Gaggenau appliances.
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The thoughtful
CONSISTENCY
of rich materials
extends to the
bathrooms, clad
in expressive
STONE

T HIS PA GE ,
C L OC KW I S E F R O M
T OP LE F T one
of the bedrooms.
In the bathroom,
custom ribbed glass
partition with brass
details and basin
and wall in Vert des
Alpes marble
designed by Studio
Asaï; Fantini Venezia
taps. In the other
bathroom, custom
basin and wall
in marble from
Brazil; Gubi mirror
by Gio Ponti; Fantini
Venezia taps.

‹‹ radically opening up the space, to create
an open dining area with banquette seating
just adjacent to the kitchen.
By combining various materials and hues —
dark oak and muted grey timbers, black-grey
speckled Belgian stone and accents of bright
orange and shiny brass — Simonin has
designed a space full of depth and
interest. The delicate cloud murals by
renowned French artist Mathias Kiss
add a dream-like escapist quality, and
with views out to the terrace from
every angle, and a welcoming feel that
encourages conversation, the room is
now the beating heart of the home.
The thoughtful consistency of rich
materials extends to the bathrooms,
clad in expressive stone, a veiny
black-green and white Vert
des Alpes marble and a vibrant
red marble from Brazil.
These feature surfaces are
finished with brass details
and ribbed-glass partitions,
luxurious hark backs to
a different era — a fitting
approach for a designer so
attuned to and respectful
of the past. studioasai.com

Finer detail

C LO C K W I S E , F R O M B O T T O M R I G H T

Thonet GmbH 210 R chair, $2465,
from Anibou. Rogerseller Eccentric
stone basin in Emperador Grey, $1995;
Eccentric wall basin outlet, $485; and
Eccentric Progressive wall mixer, $785.
Gubi FA 33 wall mirror, $1710, from
Cult. Flos String light, POA, from
Euroluce. Loom Towels Sand Dune stripe
bath towel, $189. Details, last pages.
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THIS PA G E in another view of
the kitchen, dark oak cabinetry;
Afteroom bar chair from Menu.
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